Is your code easy to change? Can you get nearly instantaneous feedback when you do change it? Do you understand it? If the answer to any of these questions is no, you have legacy code, and it is draining time and money away from your development efforts.
In this book, Michael Feathers offers start-to-finish strategies for working more effectively with large, untested legacy code bases. This book draws on material Michael created for his renowned Object Mentor seminars: techniques Michael has used in mentoring to help hundreds of developers, technical managers, and testers bring their legacy systems under control.
The topics covered include
Understanding the mechanics of software change: adding features, fixing bugs, improving design, optimizing performance Getting legacy code into a test harness Writing tests that protect you against introducing new problems Techniques that can be used with any language or platform?with examples in Java, C++, C, and C Accurately identifying where code changes need to be made Coping with legacy systems that arent object-oriented Handling applications that dont seem to have any structureThis book also includes a catalog of twenty-four dependencybreaking techniques that help you work with program elements in isolation and make safer changes.
My Personal Review: Martin Fowlers book on Refactoring showed us how to improve the design of our code. We learned to make changes safely, by taking small, rote steps, and by ensuring that we ran our tests after each small change. But what if were working on the typical ugly system with no tests? In Working Effectively With Legacy Code, Michael Feathers tackles the problem that most of us end up dealing with. The book is highly entertaining and comes across as a conversation with a really sharp, really patient guru developer. Often, its a chore to slog through code-heavy books. But Feathers manages to keep my attention with interesting stories, loads of examples, and well-written text.
I think that Working Effectively With Legacy Code is an important book. The vast majority of existing code presents the classic catch-22: you cant change it safely because it doesnt have tests, and you cant write tests without changing it to easily support testing. Its not an easy problem, and most people will give you high-level ideas for solving it. Feathers is the first person to dig deep and present a wealth of knowledge and insight on the problem, all in one place. Ill be pulling this book from my shelf for years to come.
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